Direction of gaze during vibrotactile choice reaction time tasks.
A vibrotactile choice reaction time (RT) task was used, with the hands in their own hemispace (arms uncrossed), and in their opposite hemispace (arms crossed). Gaze was directed at the stimulated and responding hand, away from it at the other (inactive) hand, or at a central fixation point (a neutral control). Responses were slower in the crossed than the uncrossed condition. Further, in the crossed condition, responses were faster when subjects looked at the stimulated and responding hand, rather than at the inactive hand or at the central fixation point. As RT in the latter two conditions did not differ, there is a benefit when subjects look at the stimulated and responding hand, rather than a cost when they look at the inactive hand. In the look at condition, visual or attentional factors may reduce the response coding conflict which occurs when arms are crossed.